Two common source-channel coding strategies, joint and tandem, are compared on the basis of distortion vs. complexity and distortion vs. delay by analyzing specific representatives of each when transmitting analog data samples across a binary symmetric channel. Channel-optimized transform coding is the joint source-channel strategy; transform coding plus Reed-Solomon coding is the tandem strategy. For each strategy, formulas for the mean-squared error, computational complexity and delay are found and used to minimize distortion subject to constraints on complexity and delay, for source data modeled as Gauss-Markov. The results of such optimizations suggest there is a complexity threshold such that when the number of operations per data sample available for encoding and decoding is greater than this threshold, tandem coding is better, and when less, channel-optimized transform coding is better. Similarly, the results suggest there is also a delay threshold such that tandem coding is better than joint when only when the permissible encoding and decoding delay is greater than this threshold.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Two commonly cited strategies for communicating analog data samples across a binary channel are: (1) tandem source-channel coding, in which a source code designed without regard to the possibility of channel errors is followed by a channel code designed and operated without regard to the nature of the source or the source code that produces the bits to be transmitted, and (2) joint sourcechannel coding, in which source and channel codes are jointly designed and/or operated to exploit the source statistics and to combat channel errors. Of course, Shannon showed that no source-channel coding system could have better performance, e.g. less distortion in the reconstructed data samples, than the best tandem system [1] . However, over the years there has been considerable interest in joint source-channel coding, for example [2] - [16] , with the motivation of attaining comparable performance with less complexity or delay than tandem source-channel coding. On the other hand, little quantitative evidence for this claim has appeared in the literature. In this paper, we seek such evidence by quantitatively analyzing the performance, complexity and delay of specific representative systems of each type.
The results of this analysis do not, however, entirely confirm that joint source-channel coding yields comparable performance with less complexity than tandem source-channel coding. Instead, the results suggest that joint coding yields less complexity or delay than tandem coding when and only when the target distortion is greater than certain thresholds, which depend on the source, the channel, the distortion measure and the type of source and channel codes considered.
One example of joint source-channel coding is channel-optimized fixed-rate quantization [2] - [6] , in which a fixed-rate quantizer is designed to be robust to channel errors by careful choices of the quantizing partition, the reproduction levels/vectors, and the binary codewords assigned to quantization cells. (This is the only strategy of the joint type considered in this paper.) Notice that the binary codewords may be considered to form an implicit block channel code. However, what distinguishes a channel-optimized quantizer from a tandem system is that the source and channel codes are jointly designed and the input blocklength (in bits) of the channel code is constrained to match the output blocklength (in bits) of the quantizer. For example, if a k-dimensional fixed-rate quantizer has 2 kR s quantization cells, where R s is the source code rate, then the channel code must have input blocklength kR s . Thus, a high-dimensional (i.e. powerful) channel code comes at the expense of high rate or high dimensional (i.e. complex) quantizer. Equivalently, if one uses a low rate or low-dimensional quantizer, then one is restricted to using a low-dimensional (i.e. weak) channel code. On the other hand, in tandem coding the source encoded data samples are concatenated into one binary stream that is channel encoded with a code whose parameters (e.g. blocklength) are not related to those of the source code. Thus, one can independently choose the source and channel codes --each may be simple or complex, high-dimensional or low, without regard to the other.
In order to compare joint and tandem coding on the basis of performance vs. complexity or delay, in this paper we analyze specific representative systems. In order that the results of such analysis have credibility, it is important that that the systems under study be as "plain vanilla" as possible, so as to minimize the possibility that the conclusions drawn based on their performance are unduly influenced by system idiosyncrasies. It is also important that the systems to be studied be tractable so that their performance, delay and complexity are amenable to mathematical analysis. If performance had to be determined by simulation, it would not have been possible to optimize them by exploring a wide range of parameters values. With "plain vanilla" and tractability in mind, as the representative of joint source-channel coding, we consider channel-optimized transform coding, as studied by Vaishampayan and Farvardin [5] . As the representative of tandem source-channel coding, we consider conventional transform coding (optimized for a noiseless channel) followed by Reed-Solomon (RS) channel coding. We do not use entropy coding with either system, because its performance tends to be method specific, making it unlikely that one could choose a representative plain vanilla version. We also choose mean-squared error (MSE) as the fidelity measure which, despite its faults, is by far the most commonly used. We evaluate the MSE of these systems on a Gauss-Markov source (first-order autoregressive) over a binary symmetric channel (BSC). The combination of MSE distortion, Gauss-Markov source and binary symmetric channel provides a level playing field that is unlikely to reward one system over another due to idiosyncrasies. They also provide tractability, meaning that performance can be computed, rather than needing to be measured in simulations. Finally, the complexity of these systems is estimated by counting the numbers of arithmetic operations per data sample required for encoding and decoding, and the delay is measured in terms of the buffering required for encoding and decoding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The representative joint and tandem systems are introduced in Section II. Sections III, IV and V analyze their distortion, complexity and delay, respectively. These are used in Section VI to optimize the joint and tandem systems subject to delay and complexity constraints. The results of such optimizations lead to the aforementioned conclusions regarding thresholds. Section VII has concluding remarks.
II. THE REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEMS
In this section, we describe the representative systems mentioned previously. In all cases, the source is a stationary Gauss-Markov random process, denoted {U i }, with zero mean, unit variance, and cor-
The distortion measure is mean squared error. And the channel is a binary symmetric channel (BSC) (stationary and memoryless), whose crossover probability is denoted p. The number of channel uses available to transmit one source sample is denoted R and called the channel rate or simply the rate.
A. The joint source-channel coding system: Channel-optimized transform coding
The joint strategy is characterized by an L-dimensional orthogonal transform A, which we take to be either the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) or the discrete-cosine transform (DCT), and a set of
The ith coefficient V i , which inherits the assumed Gaussianity of U, is scalar quantized with a fixed-rate quan- The R-S encoder is chosen to be systematic in the sense that each codeword has the k data symbols that it encodes as its first k channel symbols. When the channel rate R is specified, the source and channel codes must be chosen so that R s /R c = R. We do not assume that the number of bits, LR s , produced by the source code is equal to, a divisor of, or a multiple of the number of bits, km, encoded by one R-S codeword. Rather, the bits produced by the transform code are concatenated into a single stream that is parsed into blocks of km bits for encoding by the R-S encoder. It follows that the bits B i describing coefficient V i might be embedded in two or more symbols from one or two codewords 2 . 2 The values of R s , n, k and m considered are such that B i will never be spread over three or more codewords.
The R-S decoder operates as follows. When the the Hamming distance between the BSC output (an n-symbol sequence) and the closest R-S codeword is at most t, the decoder produces the first k symbols of that codeword. On the other hand, when it exceeds t, the received sequence and decoder are said to FAIL, and the decoder simply produces the first k channel output symbols. The resulting decoded symbol stream is parsed into blocks of LR s bits and presented to the transform decoder. We have found that using this strategy when the received sequence FAILs works better than producing the first k symbols of the closest codeword, or declaring an ERASURE and replacing the missing transform coefficients with zeroes. The possibility of the decoder exploiting correlation between successive transform vectors was not used because of its potential complexity and because the results obtained might be too specific to the chosen source model.
III. DISTORTION

A. Channel-optimized transform coding
The distortion of the channel-optimized transform coding may be computed by the method of [5] .
B. Channel-optimized transform coding
On the other hand, the distortion of the tandem system requires a careful derivation, which is com- 
where P i (j) is the probability that V i lies in the ith quantization cell (equivalently that the binary
, where it is assumed that y i,j is the centroid of the jth cell of quantizer Q i , as defined by
where p i (v) is the probability density of V i , where
We now find expressions for P i (w i,j' |w i,j ), to be used in (3). Let F i denote the event that the nsymbol channel output sequence corresponding to the R-S codeword containing B i FAILs, or if B i is spread over two channel codewords, that one or both of the corresponding received sequences FAILs. Let NF i denote the NO FAIL event, i.e. the complement of F i . Then
) We make the assumption that when the decoder does not FAIL, it produces the correct decision.
As can be seen from [17] , this is a good assumption when the channel code's error correcting capability t is at least 4. This implies that P i (w i,j' |w i,j ,NF i ) = 1 when j'=j, and that P i (w i,j' |w i,j ,NF i ) = 0 when j' ≠ j. It follows that the second term on the right hand side of (6) contributes nothing to (3), because when j' ≠ j, it is zero, and when j' = j, the term (y i,j -y i,j' ) 2 it multiplies in (3) is zero. Now consider the first term in (6) . To find an expression for P i (w i,j' |w i,j ,F i ), one must take into account the position of B i in the encoded bit stream relative to symbol and codeword boundaries.
First, consider the case that B i is entirely contained within one R-S codeword (rather than two). Let i B denote the raw channel output in response to B i , in contrast to i B which denotes the corresponding decoder output. Since with our decoder strategy decoding failure causes i B = i B , we have
where the third inequality uses the fact that failures occur independently of V i in deriving the denominator, where
and where d H (w i,j ,w i,j' ) denotes Hamming distance, i.e. the number of bits in which w i,j and w i,j' disagree. Since the term Pr(F i ) in the denominator of (7) will be cancelled by the same term in (6), it is not necessary to develop an expression for it. 
and the probability of one or more errors in the bits of symbol S L (S R ) not occupied by B i is
By individually considering the aforementioned cases, it is shown in Appendix A that the expression we seek is using analysis similar to that used to find P i (w i,j' |w i,j ,F i ) in the previously considered case that B i is entirely contained within one R-S codeword. For brevity, we omit the expressions. More detail can be found in [18] .
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IV. COMPLEXITY
As a measure of complexity we sum the approximate numbers of multiplications and additions needed per sample to perform encoding and decoding. We do not distinguish multiplications from additions, because complexity measures are only rough estimates of "cost", because the number of additions tends to be proportional to the number of multiplications, and because it is our sense that distinguishing them would not materially affect the qualitative nature of the results. Summing encoding and decoding complexity is a reasonable model for peer to peer communications, and even if one is only interested in encoding (respectively, decoding), effort is being consumed by decoder (encoder) operations somewhere else. Also, we do not consider the amount of auxiliary storage required for encoding and decoding codes because the systems investigated here do not use much.
A. Channel-optimized transform coding
For channel-optimized transform coding, the complexity is that of the transform, at both the encoder and decoder, and the quantization at the encoder.
The transform: The KLT is performed by matrix multiplication which requires L In total, the complexity of channel-optimized transform coding with the KLT is
and with the DCT is
B. Transform source coding plus Reed-Solomon channel coding
For transform source coding plus R-S channel coding the complexity includes that of the transform and the quantizers as determined above, plus that of the R-S code, as determined next.
The Reed-Solomon code: The encoding and decoding require discrete polynomial operations, unlike the floating point operations of the source code. Nevertheless, we count them in the same way. R-S encoding performs the polynomial multiplication of a degree (n-k) generator polynomial and a degree k message polynomial. Thus about 2k(n-k) operations per codeword are required.
R-S decoding is performed in four steps [21, pp. 283-299]: (1) syndrome calculation, (2) finding
the error-locator polynomial, (3) finding the error locations, and (4) finding the error values. Table 1 summarizes the operation counts for each step. For these counts, we assume that the BerlekampMassey shift register synthesis decoding algorithm is used to find the error-locator polynomial, the Chien search algorithm is used to find the roots of the error-locator polynomial, and the error values are evaluated using Forney's algorithm. Thus the complexity of R-S decoding is approximately 3(n-k)n+5.5(n-k) 2 operations per codeword. Since km/R s data samples are encoded on the average by one R-S codeword, the number of operations per sample for R-S encoding and decoding is (2k+3n+5.5(n-k))(n-k)R s /km.
Summing the complexities of the transform, the quantizers and the R-S code, the number of operations per data sample for the tandem system is
assuming the KLT, whereas assuming the DCT it is
V. DELAY
The delay introduced by a source-channel code when transmitting data sample U i is defined to be T if its decoded reproduction i Û is produced by the decoder between the times that U i+T-1 and U i+T arrive at the encoder. The system delay of the source-channel code is defined to be the maximum delay for any source sample. Though delay can have several causes, including buffering, encoding/decoding hardware and propagation, we consider only buffering, because it is always present and it is the only type of delay that cannot be reduced by adding resources.
A. Channel-optimized transform coding
For a channel-optimized transform code, the first data sample of each block encounters the most delay, namely, T = L. Thus the system delay is
B. Transform source coding plus Reed-Solomon channel coding
To find the delay for transform source coding plus R-S channel coding, we consider several cases depending on the relationship of LR s and km. Recall that M s and M c were defined in Section III to be the smallest integers such that the bits produced by transform coding M s data blocks pack neatly into M c R-S codewords, i.e. M s LR s = M c km is the least common multiple of LR s and km.
(1) If LR s equals km, then the bits produced by transform coding each block of L data samples pack neatly into one R-S codeword. The first sample of each block, which encounters the most delay, can be encoded and decoded right after the last sample of the block arrives at the encoder.
Thus, the delay is simply the time required for buffering one block of data samples, i.e. Τ = L. (4) If LR s is greater than, but not a multiple of, km, then the M c units coming from one transform block are packed into more than one R-S codeword, and in some cases, for example the first transform block, the last codeword to receive units from this block must also receive units from the next transform block. Thus, the maximum number of data blocks that must be buffered is two, and so the delay is Τ = 2L. 
It can be straightforwardly verified that the above expression actually applies in all five cases. Thus it is the general expression for delay.
VI. MINIMIZING DISTORTION WITH COMPLEXITY AND DELAY CONSTRAINTS
Having developed means to compute the distortion, delay and complexity of the representative joint and tandem source-channel coding systems, we can now optimize each type of system to find the least distortion it can attain with a given a complexity, or a given delay. We can then compare the two types of systems on the basis of distortion vs. complexity, and distortion vs. delay. In each case, the system is designed for a Gauss-Markov data source with a known correlation coefficient ρ and a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with a known crossover probability p and a fixed number of channel uses per data sample, i.e. which is the rate R.
A. Channel-optimized transform code
The transform is chosen to be the KLT, except for specific experiments described later in which the DCT is used. Its dimension L is the only system parameter to be chosen. The scalar quantizers, including the bit allocations, thresholds and reconstruction levels, are optimized by the method of [5] . Since as shown by (13) and (17) the complexity and delay of channel-optimized transform coding is directly proportional to L, and since the performance of the system improves with increasing L, the optimization need only find the largest L that satisfies the complexity or delay constraint, and compute the resulting distortion. We limit transform dimension L to the set {1,2,4,8,…,128}, because this greatly simplifies the optimization of the tandem system, and because we wish to maintain compatibility in the comparisons with such systems.
B. Tandem source-channel code
Again the transform is the KLT, except where described later. The scalar quantizers, including the bit allocations, thresholds and reconstruction levels, are optimized by conventional means. This causes the reconstruction levels to be centroids, as assumed in the derivation of distortion in Section III-B. Unlike the channel optimized transform code, the tandem system has a handful of system parameters (rather than just one) that determine distortion, complexity and delay. Given the source parameter ρ, the channel parameters p and R, and a complexity constraint c or a delay constraint 
C. Complexity constraints
Representative results of the optimizations described above under complexity constraints are provided in Figure 1 , which plots the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB of both channel-optimized transform coding and tandem coding as a function of the permitted complexity c when the source has correlation coefficient ρ = 0.9, the BSC has crossover probability p = 10
, and the channel is used R = 5 times per data sample. (Further results can be found in [18] .) The bottom line shows transform coding optimized without regard to the channel, but used directly on the BSC without channel coding. Evidently, there is no benefit to increasing the complexity, i.e. the transform dimension.
However, as complexity increases, the SNR of channel-optimized transform coding improves. Specifically, there is a 4 dB gain over conventional transform coding for ≅ c 10, and the gain increases until it saturates at about 11 dB for ≅ c 50. At this point, there is no benefit to further increasing the transform dimension.
Not surprisingly, the SNR performance of optimized tandem codes also increases with complexity. For small values, the SNR is less than that of channel-optimized transform coding, while for larger values it is larger. In particular, tandem coding becomes better at around 75 operations per sample. At this point, although the SNR of channel-optimized transform coding has saturated, dedicating additional arithmetic operations to the channel code permits the tandem system to continue to improve. Thus, these results suggest there is a complexity threshold such that when the number of available operations per data sample is above this threshold, tandem coding is better, and when below the threshold, channel-optimized transform coding is better. Equivalently, there is a threshold on SNR such that joint coding is less complex than tandem when and only when the target SNR is less than this threshold. 3 Due to the shapes of the SNR vs. complexity curves, it is unlikely that one would actually want to operate near the complexity threshold. Instead, when low complexity is desired one would operate near the knee of the curve for the joint system, and if this does not give sufficiently high SNR, one would use tandem coding. However, to substantially increase the SNR, the complexity must be substantially larger than the threshold.
As benchmarks, Figure 1 also shows the performance of a tandem system consisting of a conventional transform code with L = 128 and an ideal channel code (the transform code has rate five times the capacity of the BSC, and its encoded bits are assumed to be unaffected by channel errors), and also the best possible performance of any tandem code (the Shannon distortion-rate function of the source evaluated at five times the capacity of the BSC). Tables 2 and 3 show the complexity thresholds for a variety of choices of the source and channel parameters: ρ, R, and p. As a measure of how much tandem coding gains with additional complexity, these tables also show the gains (in dB) of tandem coding over joint coding at complexity equal to twice the threshold. Notice that the complexity thresholds decrease and the gains increase as the channel becomes more reliable. In a sense, this says that channel coding is more immediately useful, i.e. with less complexity, for a reliable channel than for an unreliable one. This is because when a channel is fairly reliable, e.g. p = 10 -3
, then even a very simple channel code can make a substantial decrease in distortion. There do not appear to be consistent trends in the thresholds and gains as the rate R or the correlation coefficient ρ vary.
Clearly, the DCT permits a sizable decrease in transform code complexity. To see the effect of this on the relative performances of the joint and tandem systems, the optimizations described above were repeated with the DCT as the transform. From the results shown in Figure 3 , one sees that the DCT does indeed permit larger SNRs with a given complexity. Naturally, this is more noticeable for the joint system where the transform consumes a larger fraction of the complexity. However, it does not have a large effect on the complexity threshold, reducing it from about 75 to about 60. Figure 2 and Tables 4 and 5 show the same results as Figure 1 and Tables 2 and 3, except that now for each type of system, distortion is minimized subject to a constraint on delay, rather than complexity. Since the new figure and tables are qualitatively similar to the previous ones, all qualitative statements made in the previous section apply here, but with "complexity" replaced by "delay". In particular, the results suggest there is a delay threshold (approximately 50 in Fig. 2 ) such that tandem source-channel coding gives better SNR than joint coding when and only when the permissible delay is larger than this threshold. 4 Equivalently, there is a threshold on SNR such that joint coding is less complex than tandem when and only when the target SNR is less than this threshold. Tables   4 and 5 show the delay thresholds found for other source and channel parameters. And as a measure of how much tandem coding gains with additional delay, they also show the gains (in dB) of tandem coding over joint at delay equal to five times the threshold. We again observe that the thresholds decrease and the gains increase as the channel becomes more reliable, meaning once again that channel coding is more immediately useful as the channel becomes more reliable. 4 As with Fig. 1 , the first three points plotted for tandem coding (with SNR less than 15 dB) corresponded to R-S codes with t < 4. Thus, the actual SNR lies below them. Notice again that this does not effect the threshold value.
D. Delay constraints
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the distortion vs. complexity performance and distortion vs. delay performance of two common source-channel coding strategies, joint and tandem source-channel coding, have been compared by analyzing specific representative systems. The results suggest there is a threshold on SNR such that joint source-channel coding is less complex than tandem source-channel coding when and only when the permissible SNR is less than this threshold. A similar threshold applies to SNR when it is desired to minimize delay.
Another viewpoint is that source and channel codes traditionally operate in rather distinct complexity domains. Practical soruce codes, e.g. JPEG for images, are traditionally designed to have very low complexity, e.g. 10 operations per sample, whereas channel codes typically operate at higher complexites. Our results indicate that even with such low complexity, source codes can be made fairly insensitive to errors. However, when higher SNR is required, channel coding is needed to make substantial improvements, and this necessitates a sizable increase in compelixty.
While these conclusions have been reached based on analysis in a very specific context, it is believed that the plain vanilla nature of that context means that the conclusions drawn here remain valid in a much broader context. However, it is also hoped that future work of others will serve to test these conclusions.
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